Welcome to the infraStructure Testing and Applied Research (iSTAR) Laboratory. This information is being given to you because we are genuinely concerned about the health and safety of everyone here.

• Mandatory PPE (Personal Protective Equipment; hard hat, safety glasses, closed toed shoes) must be worn except under normal hazard level and in the designated safety corridor shown on the map below.
• Refrain from touching or using any equipment, machinery or test specimens in the laboratory.
• Do not distract people using equipment or machinery.
• Remain with your guide and follow his/her instructions.
• Unless permission is granted please refrain from stepping or climbing on objects that might be on the ground around the laboratory.

Hazards in the laboratory include:
• **Overhead crane**
  stay well clear of the items being lifted
• **Moving Machinery**
  stay well clear of forklift and floor jacks
• **Hydraulic Equipment**
  stay well clear of houses and actuators
• **Slips, Trips and Falls**
  watch your step as can be many trip hazards
• **Fire or Emergency**:
  please follow instructions from your guide

---

**Student/Staff Training Overview**

Safety requirements, including PPE and training, are outlined in the mandatory lab orientation.
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